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Dear Diary... 

‘Retelling the beginnings of our journey together’: 

WEEK 1 (27TH OF APRIL – 3RD OF MAY 2015) 

During my first week I was immediately impressed by the care and concern shown to me by 

everyone I encountered linked either to the church in The Centre, the Building Bridges partners or 

the wider Tonge Moor community. People were so welcoming and worked hard to aid both Dave 

and I as we began to settle into our new home within Tonge Moor.  

I quickly felt overwhelmed and exhausted by the realization of all I didn’t know, people would try to 

guide us be we didn’t have the reference points we needed to make sense of the directions. I began 

to realise in a concrete, rather than theoretical way all the information, networks and nuances I had 

understood and left behind with moving from one community to another.   

WEEK 2 (4th - 10th of May 2015) 

More sessions this week to help me get to know people and understand what happens here in 

Tonge Moor and why. This week I began to ask questions in my head about reasons for doing things, 

vision, understanding, place, Wednesday fellowship, etc. As I did this, I realised that I was speaking a 

lot with key people but not the wider church, or others from the Tonge Moor community.  I began to 

feel a need to hear other voices, to get a more rounded picture and understand people’s thinking 

and perceptions more. 

WEEK 3 (11th - 17th of May 2015) 

This was the week of the Induction service, which meant I had work to complete in relation to that 

special event and because of it I became even more aware of how hard this church community were 

willing to work to support both me and the Building Bridges Project.  I felt this helped to show me 

the strength of their commitment to each other, to their understanding of mission and to God.  With 

hindsight it was after the Induction service I began to feel a real sense of belonging and acceptance 

within the Church at The Centre community and the wider Tonge Moor community. 

Week 6 (1st - 7th of June 2015) 

During this week I continued to get to know and so continue to develop a sense of belonging within 

the church community, as I covered Tonge Lunch and Leisure as a volunteer, I also was part of and 

fed back to the routine Church Meeting. 

WEEK 10 (29th of June – 5th of July 2015) 

Leave with Dave, found myself thinking about these early Tonge Moor experiences throughout this 

week.  Encountered a labyrinth whilst exploring Clitheroe, walked this and found that time of 

reflection really helpful. 
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Reviewing our early journey together 

I realise that I am still at the beginning of a journey, that there is so much research and listening to 

continue so that I’m grounded in my awareness of Tonge Moor and Bolton as a whole. As I have met 

people, I know I am only just beginning to listen well, so any thoughts made here may yet be seen to 

be flawed. 

Finally, for me, the Bible Story is reminding me that God is in charge that I need to set aside time to 

hear his voice, as well as the voice of the church and community members in Tonge Moor.  Without 

God anything we try to achieve will not only be flawed but will fail so I need to be cognisant of how 

God is working with us, of the opportunities being placed before us and interrogating them to 

ensure they and our reactions are truly from God 

A response to this thought process 

 A reminder of the current aims of the project: 

1. To foster mutual respect, trust, support and kindness between generations. 

 Aimed at countering alienation in younger people and fear in older people 

 Special focus on links between older people and School Yrs 5, 6, 7 (before and during 
change to secondary school) 

2. To help to develop the Centre into a hub for the community 

 Promoting the café. 

 Developing volunteering opportunities 
3. By working with other groups, to support other community activities addressing needs in the 

area.  

 e.g. Fusion, the UCAN Centre. 

 Making best use of limited resources 

 Avoiding duplication / competition between partners 
4. That (by the end of the project) everyone in the local community will feel that Church at The 

Centre is available for them. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


